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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Noel Adrianzén Palacios has contributed to the dictionary with 3 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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huaral
In 1551 when this town was founded, the Spanish chose like main cacique to Guaral Paico. Both terms (Guaral and
Paico ) they are Portuguese, though in Venezuela is also called guaral the medium thickness cord or Twine for fishing.
Portugese Guaral means: spider from Libya that it is said, is edible for the Arabs. This would be a term taken from
Arabic, a fact lexicon that would be more related to the Andean lithic period (Training below 900-500 B.c.  ) Arab culture
is older than the Portuguese. Paico is name of a Portuguese city and also old surname in that country.

huaral
For purposes related to the history of Peru, it is important to add around the name Guaral that in French the term
becomes Cuaral and refers to the same spider from Libya, which would confirm the Arabic origin of the same medium.
On the other hand, Paico is regarded as a plant species native to America, which, apart from this, also receives the
names of tea of Mexico, tea of the Jesuits, among others, and that today it has become naturalized in temperate regions
around the world. Probably the main chieftain of Huaral ( 1551 Paico surname ) was imposed by the Spaniards who, for
its healing properties, already knew this plant.  (More information related to the presence of foreigners in the
pre-Columbian Peru before Cristóbal Colón, ask mail: noeladrianzenp@hotmail.com ( pseudonym: anonymous ).

huaral
Other meanings of Guaral (41 Huaral;: Colombia, Guatemala, and Panama. Abundance of guaro in a party and
abundance of guaros somewhere. In the first case guaro seems to come from the quichua guaro " plant " or a reduction
of the guarapo, of perhaps African origin, " fermented sugar cane juice. In the second case the voice guara " Parrot " is
of uncertain origin.  (Source: Non-Spanish suffixes and sufijales innovations in Central American Spanish )


